This paper develops a design of adaptive pressure controller for hydraulic servo valve with unknown dead zone. In general to reduce leakage flow, the servo valves adopt positive lap structures.
INTRODUCTION
In electrohydraulic servo valves with high positioning performance, positive lap structures are adopted between land and sleeve to attenuate the leakage of fluid in general.
In addition, a nozzle-flapper structure is also adopted to reduce friction. However, when the nonlinearities caused by these structural properties are neglected in designing control system, it often causes deterioration in the control performance.
In the water hydraulic case, which is paid attention for its lower environmental load, the high availability and the high energy density owing to lower compressibility, this characteristic is more obvious. Especially the dead zone and/or the leakage flow around neutral position of spool displacement should be compensated to improve the control performance of hydraulic actuators.
In this research, we discuss the design of an adaptive controller to track a given desired pressure compensating the dead zone in servo valve as well as unknown physical parameters. In general, the dead zones depend on the direction of spool displacement of a servo valve, and some approach has been reported to overcome this nonlinearity in oil hydraulic systems. In [1] and [2] , the dead zone was estimated by using neural network technique and PWM signal was generated to cancel the effect. On the other hand, the research results on applying the adaptive control technique to compensate the effect of dead zone directly are very few [3] . In this paper, an adaptive controller which compensate unknown dead zone is constructed and the performance is examined by experiments. In addition, the adaptive controller is extended to unknown flow gain case.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The hydraulic circuit discussed in this paper is shown in Here we assume that the gain of input a is known in Figure 2 and in fact this can be almost done by experiment.
However, in general, this parameter depends on working point therefore in later, we discuss another adaptive controller design considering this unknown input positive gain. We have e<0 and in a similar to (a), there exists a time to such that e(t0)>0.
We have e>0 and in a similar to (b), there exists a time ti such that u(t1)<-ƒAE3 and the situation moves to above Case(i).
Therefore the input signal surpass the dead zone after finite time even if the magnitude of input u becomes smaller than the dead zone.
Theorem 1 Consider the pressure control system with dead zone Eq. (1), (2) Figure 3 . From this fi gure, the normal adaptive controller without dead zone compensation shows lower performance in reference signal change. The PI controller have better tracking performance, however, the small vibration can be seen around zero reference pressure for dead zone. The proposed adaptive controller shows best tracking performance for both reference signal change and zero state. Another experimental result that maximum reference pressure is close to corresponding dead zone is shown in Figure 4 . In this system, the dead zone corresponds to the pressure from +0. 6 The flow gain is assumed to be ƒAE3,ƒAE3 (>0) and nonlinear function f (u) of the input of Eq. (1) is modified as follows (See Figure  5 ). The modified error system is given by Motivated by R.Marino's idea, the inverse parameters are introduced to estimate ƒAE3,ƒAE3 [6] . Numerical Examples Figure  6 and Figure  7 show the numerical simulation of pressure control and the input signal obtained by the proposed technique. The design parameter is set to a=3. The control performance is good even for small reference signal.
The transient delay can be observed when the reference signature changes, however, this diminishes as adaptation develops. The adaptive control input also generate reasonable magnitude signal. mance. In future, we will obtain the experimental result on latter method and also for water hydraulic motor and water hydraulic cylinder control with these two control strategy.
